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Abstract
With reference to the following two previous technical papers provided by authors of the
Space Propulsion Synergy Team (SPST): EXPLORATION AND SPACE HABITATION
PUBLIC SUPPORT, 48th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference AIAA
2012-4154 and LONG TERM SPACE OBJECTIVES USING OPTIONAL ROADMAPS,
49th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE Joint Propulsion Conference AIAA 2013-3801, this paper
addresses the issue of making choices with focus on the near term to establish long term
sustainability and a strong public support. There are many ways for accomplishing our
objective of space exploration and habitation, but the choices we make in its pursuit will
determine our sustainability for long term success. Last year’s technical paper presented
some of the infrastructure building blocks to achieve the objective of achieving affordable
and sustainable exploration and habitation of space. This paper will present functional
requirements for these building blocks and provide a listing of some of the technologies that
will be required with development through flight demonstration. The paper will also present
some of the “Life Support” and “Space Replacement Hardware” functional requirement
development needs as there will be no physical ground support available when traveling
beyond earth orbit. These basic building blocks must be developed, deployed and
operational in space to serve as an effective and efficient space infrastructure to enable the
exploration and eventual habitation of space. The paper may focus on why there is a need
for long term visibility to place a perspective on which major task should be developed first,
e.g., reusable space tug or a propellant depot or trying to assemble a large space
transportation system in orbit vs. providing an orbiting platform to perform such large tasks
in space. The paper will place focus on the phasing of the long term roadmap such that the
element options for development would be visible to any of the interested stakeholders for
funding and execution.
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= Rate of Return on Investment
= Space Based Solar Power
= Space Propulsion Synergy Team
= Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics

I. Introduction
There are many ways for accomplishing our goal of space exploration and habitation, but the choices we make in
its pursuit will determine our sustainability for long term success. The basic building blocks must be developed,
deployed and operational in space to serve as an effective and efficient space infrastructure to enable the exploration
and eventual habitation of space. The energy required for lifting all mass from the earth’s surface for every mission
in space is not affordable and will currently not allow exploration and eventual habitation to be sustainable. Man
must learn to operate from earth orbit to allow the achievement of cost effective missions beyond earth orbit
operations. However, the long range roadmap with options provides the visibility for making logical choices. This
paper will provide functional needs, for the many building blocks presented in last year’s paper for developing long
range space exploration and habitation. This paper will provide the visibility for determining the sequence of major
developments for the stakeholders’ ability to make their choices for involvement. The basic building blocks must be
developed, deployed and operational in space to serve as an effective and efficient space infrastructure to enable the
exploration and eventual habitation of space. An example of a successful space demonstrated operational need is for
performing major assembly or repair operations in space which requires a platform to work from and that platform
was the orbiter. We no longer have that very flexible platform which could have moved to any space location where
there was a need. Therefore, a replacement will be needed at some point in the infrastructure development process.
So how can a viable space infrastructure be developed and sustained? The current evolvement of an infrastructure
that would be foundational and support basic efficient space utilization is happening, but way too slow and certainly
not integrated to best meet the collective needs, This paper suggest that a commercially developed infrastructure
driven by business opportunities, while returning a profit, would be an effective and the quicker way. Easier said
than done, but it would provide a profit driven motivation independent of much of the government bureaucracy that
slows down development and adds significant cost. To make this work it would be essential that these infrastructure
elements (building blocks) be universal and support multiple customers to drive the operating cost down. Once such
an infrastructure is operational, it will support more users and support exploration for considerably less money.

II. Goals (near/long term)
Human habitation of space is our long term goal. The most important objective for both near term and far term is
to maintain sustainability while pursuing our long term goal. This comes down to making affordability the
underlying focus of all developments undertaken in providing the infrastructure both on the ground and in space in
our pursuit to exploration and habitation. Partnerships are an attractive means for sharing the cost and making it
more affordable. There exist many opportunities for sharing space cost including across government agencies,
commercial (private) resources, academia and international partners (IP). The IP’s are probably the most important
because in-space infrastructure and industrialization is a world endeavor and benefits all mankind. The International
Space Station (ISS) is an example where multiple countries have both hardware and support for its build up and
operations. Also near term the ISS can be used as a platform to demonstrate capabilities, develop technologies, test
and launch experiments that are needed for space industrial development. An important aspect of IP is that
international launch and landing facilities will facilitate space access and return by having dispersed facilities
available for operations. However, to reduce the cost of delivering all mass to space can be greatly enhanced by
space basing many assets which will require ground nodes in space to support space operations. Methods used to
accomplish this objective will require many choices to be made in controlling the life cycle cost (LCC). Another
very important objective is to plan the development in a way that the commercial sector can close the business case,
e.g., make money. In laying out a long term roadmap, it may be important to set near term goals that can better focus
the process in a systematic way. An example may be to set a near term goal to build a human space colony on the
moon that can be used to demonstrate the human capability to live in space without support from the earth before
traveling long distances which require space travel for many months at a time.
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III. Partnerships
The key to success is affordability and sustainability. Therefor multiple partners are important to keep the cost
down and provide competition and backup flexibility. These partnerships can consist of government agencies,
international participation, other commercial enterprises and educational institutions. Much of this can be done
through “Space Act Agreements”, but considerable operating rules and regulations must be established, as well as
standards in both hardware and software design, that would provide commonality and support multiple customers. A
strong “Governess Model” is essential. The key is this must be a global activity. Partnerships development between
government and commercial as well as international will provide the rate of return on investment (ROI) needed to
provide paying customers other than the government.

IV. Incentives (jobs/money)
The pursuit of human space habitation will create many jobs for all, e.g., government, commercial, and the
international community. However, for the commercial involvement to not be solely paid for by government there
must be a business case profit in performing these many tasks by the commercial organizations. Therefore, the
planning must take this into account and develop the options for infrastructure development to be partnered with
commercial space operations.

V. First steps (current capabilities/mature technologies)
First we need to capture the public’s interest to obtain the necessary political support. The next step in this
process is to develop a very long range plan, agreed to by all stake-holders, with many options and the necessary
visibility for each stake-holder to pursue that effort they desire. Current capabilities that exist are basic ground
facilities use for developing new technologies, testing some components, testing some subsystems, some space
communications capability, and the basic support for performing launch operations from earth. However, existing
capabilities may require upgrading to meet the affordability needed for humans to inhabit space. In addition to these
ground facilities are a couple of expendable medium lift space launch vehicles and the international space station
(ISS) for performing research and development for inspace capabilities, e.g., artificial gravity provisions, hardware
manufacture in zero gravity, and providing food, water, and waste processing and human surgery procedures for
human life support. New technologies must be developed to achieve affordable and sustainable space operations that
could include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Replacement of distributed hydraulics systems with either electro-mechanical or electro-hydraulic units
with a distributed electrical capability which would improve both safety and affordability in aircraft and
space transportation systems for an example.
Replacement of distributed pneumatic control systems with all electro-mechanical capability
Replacement of pyrotechnic separation systems with electro-mechanical capability
Replacement of pyrotechnic or hypergolic ignition systems with electrical or torch devices
Develop fully integrated (all) propulsion functions that share a common fluid supply system
Develop space flight systems that allow all major ground fluid servicing from aft end of flight article (not
requiring ground towers or long service mast)
Develop very highly reliable common space hardware to support requirements of fully reusable ground to
space or space based transportation elements and systems
Many life support functional requirements development (No physical ground support available) etc. human
health functions and radiation exposure controls
Space hardware support functional requirements development (No physical ground support available) etc.,
hardware manufacture in space and replacement capability
A new family of reusable space transportation systems must be developed implementing the latest new
technology of the time so that the cost of space launch operation is affordable and sustainable while
pursuing the human space habitation process.
Automatic functional verification of all flight elements must be built in with provisions of hardware
replacement made visible to corrective system capability.
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Development of hardware commonality resources, element interface commonality requirements, and guidelines
for joint operations in space by governments and commercial enterprises, must be accomplished to allow multigovernment commercial organizations to work together to make space habitation affordably and be sustainable.
These technology developments and their demonstrations must be supported by government funding so that they
will be available for all stakeholders involved. For this technology demonstration to be affordable it should be
accomplished by a partnership with industry, e.g., commercial launch transportation should consider flying with the
new undemonstrated technology so that the fixed cost could be shared with both the commercial and government
objectives.

VI. Infrastructure building blocks background from previous papers
It is important to review the infrastructure building block from the previous paper so that we can define the
functions of those building blocks. In the previous paper the following infrastructure building blocks were
identified: Ground Support; International Space Station; Space Launch Vehicles; Cargo and Crew Delivery;
Propellant Depots; Orbit Transfer Vehicles; Robotic Service & Repair Vehicles; Space Habitats; Landing Vehicles
and Rovers for Space Bodies (moons, planets, and asteroids); Earth Return Capability; Large Vehicle Assembly and
Outfitting in low earth orbit (LEO) or Ground Nodes strategically located in space.
A. Ground and Mission Support Operations
Robust next generation ground support facilities are needed to support the growth and efficient space operations
necessary for exploring and habituating space. The function of the ground support is to plan and execute the
development of human habitation of space, design, construct, and deploy the space infrastructure building blocks.
This function may require the technology development and demonstration of many facets of this process. The
ground support will need to maintain communications with humans in space. These communication systems will
require a network at locations in space or on missions in space.
B. International Space Station
Fortunately the first International Space Station (ISS) exist. This capability is demonstrating what can be done
when international partners work together and it provides a platform in space for multiple users and is ready for
more commercial applications. The ISS supports many functions needed for
space commercialization as well as it can provide the capability to develop
and demonstrate space technologies needed for long term human presence
in space: shows how humans operate in space, provides a space
environment for testing new technologies, serves as a micro-gravity
laboratory and eventually can be used to produce better quality materials
than can be produced on earth. Therefore it is extremely important to keep
the ISS operational and expand or replace this capability when necessary.
C. Space Launch Vehicles
The function of the space launch vehicle is
to affordably transfer these infrastructure
building blocks from the earth to space
which will require a family of different size
launch vehicles. This will require reusable
systems with the design focused on LCC to
get costs into the range that will lead to
increasing flight rates. All needs in space
not supplied from existing or generated
from space sources will need to be
transferred from the earth to low earth orbit
at a minimum.
D. Cargo and Crew Delivery
For humans to habitat space, special capabilities will be required to handle, store, and
both materials brought up from earth or from other space sources.
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E. Industry Lab
The Industry lab is an independent micro-gravity facility that would be dedicated to mass production of materials
for sale on earth. It would be a logical extension of the ISS or other Ground Nodes strategically located in space
when commercial demand exceeds the present ISS capability.
F. Propellant Depots
The function of space propellant depots will be to store
propellants for use by a propulsion module and other
space based transportation systems needed for
transporting, servicing and assembling large space
transportation systems needed for a variety of space
missions. These propellants may be delivered from the
earth or they may be harvested from other space sources
such as the moon or an asteroid. They may also be used
to provide a propellant supply source for servicing
existing or future space elements (government and
commercial satellites).

Mars way station with docking ports for propellant
depots and crew and cargo ferries
(anna.j.nesterova@gmail.com)
G. Orbit Transfer Vehicles
Reusable orbit transfer vehicles are needed for maneuvering crews and cargos around in space from one orbit to
another. They will be used to transfer cargo or crews from earth orbit to lunar orbit or to LaGrange points in space
or return cargo or crew from these orbits back to earth orbit.
H. Robotic and Human Service & Repair Vehicles
These special robotic vehicles will return satellites to the propellant depots for servicing and return them to their
operational site. They will recover earth satellites that have failed and transfer them to the nearest ground node in
space for maintenance and repair, return them to their operational site in space. They may be used for space debris
removal including obsolete satellites for proper disposal.
I. Space Habitats
At first these space habitats will be earth-orbiting infrastructures of
inbound and outbound docking facilities, living quarters, observatories,
laboratories, fabrication and assembly facilities, power generation and
distribution and the like and will obviously include life support in all of
its detail. They may include the propellant and maintenance depots or
serve as Ground Nodes in space. They may serve as excellent radiation
shielding or recovery in space and could also serve as protection to some
degree against meteorites and debris. These ground node space habitats
will provide the ability to place large cargo deliveries into orbit for the
construction and commodities support of the on-orbit crews.
Stanford Torus Diameter: 1 mile.
Populaton:10,000
(Don Davis, Rick Guidice, NASA)
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J. Landing Vehicles and Rovers for Space Bodies (moons, planets, and asteroids)
Landing vehicles will be needed whenever we plan to land on the surface of the Moon or
other heavenly body. Of course rovers would be required to maneuver on the surface.
Once the resources have been extracted and ready to transport, the landing vehicle would
take them to that body’s orbit for transport back to Earth, space habitats, or to supply a
spacecraft for its journey.

K. Earth Return Capability
An entry, descent and landing capability is an important element in the
infrastructure. There needs to be a way to get crew and cargo routinely and
safely back to Earth.

L. Large Vehicle Assembly and Outfitting in LEO
If the option to travel in space beyond LEO is to buildup a large launch capability in LEO and provide this launch
capability using the efforts of man in space, this work platform will be required.
M. Space Based Solar Power
Space Based Solar Power (SBSP) is the relative near term pentacle for space commercial business. When
operational it can meet the world’s earth power needs for the foreseeable future. Once launch cost become
significantly reduced, space solar power systems will be practicable and they will transfer power to earth for a
competitive price. Building, assembling
and maintaining a SBSP network will
require affordable reusable launch
vehicles to support the high fight rate
required. The technology is improving
but space testing is needed to
demonstrate solar power collection and
transfer. Testing power transfer on the
ISS would be prudent followed by a
demo to transfer a small amount of
power to the earth. It would be great for
disaster relief - as little as 50 kw could
power a field hospital.

Space Solar Power concepts, clockwise from top: SPS ALPHA
(Artemis Innovation): Sun Tower (NASA); DOE/NASA 1980s
Reference Design (Mark Maxwell); SERT Sandwich Concept (NASA);
Integrated Symmetrical Concentrator (Pat Rawlings, NASA)
N. Basic Human Base for the Moon or Any Space Orbiting Body
If humans are to inhabit space, including these heavenly bodies, there
is a need to develop an infrastructure (human habitat at a minimum) on
each of these bases. Human support needs are common where ever
humans plan to spend time.
Lunar Base with shielded habitats and
mass driver (NASA)
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VII. Suggested Commercial near Term Focus
Partnerships (government/commercial/international) and Basic Infrastructure
The flight demonstration of new advanced technologies (provided by the government) that make operating in
space more affordable can be installed on commercial space launch vehicles and provide a large reduction in
development cost of this new technology. Commercial partnering with the government to use existing government
facilities will provide large cost savings to the commercial operation.
The government should consider contracting with industry for the development of a space based reusable onorbit transportation system that can be used by commercial or government to move hardware or perform services in
earth orbit. This space based reusable on-orbit transportation system should be capable of returning to earth and
landing on a runway so that maintenance can be performed in the early years until this maintenance can be
performed in space at a ground node maintenance station.
The government should also consider contracting with industry for the development of an earth orbit space based
ground node station or at a minimum, in the early stages of providing the space infrastructure, an on-orbit propellant
depot.
A sample of near term space applications that allow closing the business case for a commercial operation:
• Space tourism; however, transportation cost must be reduced to become sustainable
• High speed earth transport for cargo and possibly personnel that flies above the atmosphere at Mach 5 or
more that can also be used as a first stage for delivering cargo to low earth orbit
• Servicing satellites in orbit to allow extension of their useful life (an on orbit operation)
• Supplying fluids and material to space ground node station or propellant depot for support to an orbit
operation
• Operating a theme park on the Moon or Mars that involves our young people as the participants
• Providing a communications network at the Moon that enhances the reaction time capability for earth
operation of robots on Moon’s surface
As stated in last years paper, the government needs to take the responsibility to help encourage commercial
involvement and partnering with others to make it an international endeavor and more affordable. The government
must take the lead in establishing a world coalition that govern future space activities and set interface standards so
elements can operate together to accomplish the needed tasks.

VIII. Benefits: (Public/Private/Global)
Economic growth resulting from developing space transportation systems and exploiting resources in space
needed for exploration and habitation of space will commercialize space and provide countless jobs. This paper
focuses on the initial basic infrastructure building blocks for space industrialization, providing economic growth in
the US and a stimulation of interest in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), and increasing
our national prestige as the leaders of space technology and development. These infrastructure building blocks are
needed to pursue our goal of space habitation and the survival of the species. Human space development and
habitation beyond low Earth orbit will eventually be needed to extend life beyond the bonds of Earth and is essential
for the survivability of the human race.

VIII. Conclusions
The first and primary conclusion is that there is a lack or void of broad leadership in developing a long term
focus for sustainable space exploration and habitation for the world. This visibility is required to promote rapid
progress in allowing all stake holders the opportunity to develop the identified building blocks of the space
infrastructure. Therefore, space development is moving too slow and this is putting the US in a very compromising
position.
• There needs to be a change in how we are developing space capabilities that will allow faster progress to be
made that is affordable and sustainable.
• This paper has identified the many technologies required for inclusion in our element designs to provide
greater affordability.
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This paper has also identified many opportunities where the commercial sector can close the business case
and achieve a significant ROI. If there is money to be made and the development and services performed
can provide a direct benefit to the people on earth, then this would be the best way to proceed to grow and
sustain a viable space program.
Strong commercial participation in developing the basic infrastructure and multiple partners are essential.
The government needs to help with support and development of technologies that would improve operating
efficiencies that could help mitigate some of the risks for commercial development.
New capabilities should be developed to meet the emerging business opportunities using as much of
existing systems as possible.
As the infrastructure grows more business opportunities become available- more customers, more
development, less cost and the system begins to feed on itself. The result would be an evolving space
infrastructure that supports the needs of customers around the world.
As the infrastructure expands and grows then space transportation will become significantly cheaper and
exploration and space habitation beyond earth will become more practical.

IX. Recommendations
Development and habitation of space requires strong public interest and support to muster the political support
and finances required:
• Needed to provide the leadership and technology progress required
• Needed to lower the cost and risk necessary to encourage the commercial sector to invest in the very
important endeavor.
We recommend this country pursue this as a major goal and regain our world leadership in space. Public
education is needed in which the Space Propulsion Synergy team will support to make every effort:
• To educate the public and explain the benefits of strong space development and habitation progress
• To explain the consequences for not providing this needed effort.
• Government emphasis to provide the long term visibility and operationally efficient technologies required
• Move to more commercial development in the identified business opportunities that are ready to produce a
profit
• Proceed as new opportunities emerge providing a ROI while establishing a space infrastructure that others
can use. In parallel an effort must be made to establish a global governing body to identify operating
standards and common interfaces that will enable multiple customers to make maximum use of the
infrastructure as its being developed.
• Develop an expanded list of maturing commercial space applications
• Develop associated emerging opportunities that require a little more development and testing to become
ready.
• Prioritized the building blocks that support these developments to get businesses engagement going sooner.

OTHER IMPORTANT CONCLUDING ISSUES:
Partner development between government and commercial as well as international to provide the rate of return on
investment (ROI) needed to provide paying customers other than the government
A sample of near term space applications that allow closing the business case for a commercial operation
• Space tourism; however, transportation cost must be reduced to become sustainable
• High speed earth transport for cargo and possibly personnel that flies above the atmosphere at Mach 5 or
more that can also be used as a first stage for delivering cargo to low earth orbit
• Servicing satellites in orbit to allow extension of their useful life (an on orbit operation)
• Supplying fluids and material to space depot for support to an orbit operation
• Operating a theme park on the Moon or Mars that involves our young people as the participants
• Providing a communications network at the Moon that enhances the reaction time capability foe earth
operation of robots on Moon surface
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A sample of near term space technology applications needed to reduce cost of space transportation for infusion
into the commercial space operations for improving affordability and sustainability that could be provided by
government or a partnership of government and commercial operation. These new technologies are required for the
commercial sector to be more competitive internationally.
• Replacement of distributed hydraulics systems with distributed electrical capability to improve both safety
and affordability in aircraft and space transportation
• Replacement of distributed pneumatic control systems with all electro-mechanical capability
• Replacement of pyrotechnic separation systems with electro-mechanical capability
• Replacement of pyrotechnic or hypergolic ignition systems with electrical or torch devices
• Develop fully integrated propulsion systems that share a common fluid supply system
• Develop space flight systems that allow all major fluid servicing from aft end of flight article (not requiring
ground towers or long service mast)
• Develop very highly reliable common space hardware to support requirements of fully reusable ground to
space or space based transportation elements
Development of hardware commonality resources, element interface requirements, and guidelines for joint
operations in space by governments and commercial enterprises could be accomplished by government organization
like NASA supported by others
This paper has addressed the issue to “establish a purpose, need and strong public support for exploration and
space habitation in earth orbit and beyond”.
Space is important for our nation’s survival.
The public needs to understand and be convinced of that importance so the government can make it a national
priority.
Eliciting effective public support for man to engage in civilian habitation of space within low earth orbit (LEO)
and beyond
Requires a clear directive showing the purpose and need for such action.
Space habitation, for the purpose of this paper, is the term chosen for the concept of mankind reaching a point of
living someplace else other than on the surface of the Earth without continued life ground support.
Settlement sites would be identified by robotic and manned exploration missions that are under way today.
This paper contemplates the homesteading, settlement, and industrialization phase(s) to follow.
Communities of humankind will by choice, and perhaps by necessity, live in Earth-orbiting infrastructures in free
space.
They may also potentially live in stations, colonies, communities and cities on extra-terrestrial bodies such as the
Moon, Mars, Venus and possibly other sites.
Such communities may be interdependent upon each other as well as being connected back to Mother Earth, but
are envisioned to grow progressively more self sufficient.
In addition a strong continuing exploration program will bring many benefits to science, economics and our
national security as well as being a favorable influence on the long term economic stability and well-being of the
Nation.
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The SPST has taken the position that the ultimate reason for man’s establishing habitation and industrialization in
low Earth orbit and beyond is to provide improved quality of life on Earth and eventually for the continued
evolution and survival of mankind.
•
•
•
•
•

The Earth cannot support its growing population without the use of resources from space.
These benefits require the establishment of habitats in space as well as at the solar system’s near-Earth
heavenly bodies, e.g., the Moon, Mars, and Venus.
The SPST also determined there are several other compelling reasons for man’s exploring and/or
establishing habitation beyond low Earth orbit.
For man to accomplish these objectives in a way that is affordable and sustainable, it is required to first
plan a structured roadmap with many options.
It is the intent of this paper to provide a preliminary optional roadmap to allow others an understanding of
the magnitude of such a long range objective

This conceptual roadmap is an outline of the need and sequence for both manned and unmanned missions and the
involvement of government, industry, commercial, institutional, private and international partners.
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